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	Abstract: The ProblemAny technician will tell you that diagnosing and repairing Weapons platforms and vehicles is not as simple as reading a code and replacing a part. State of the art systems are complex and are highly integrated.  The integration and functional interdependences increase ambiguity groups and greatly complicate troubleshooting.  This significantly drives both false removals and increased maintenance times which reduces availability and increases life-cycle costs.Most modern weapon systems are equipped with some level of Built in Test (BIT). This capability within a complex system is typically a self-diagnostic capability, primarily designed to detect faults in particular circuits or systems within the subsystem and/or replaceable unit.  BIT often does not specifically tell you which component has failed, nor will it discriminate between (input/output) I/O faults, discretes, wiring or subsequent root cause failures due to external functions (other failed box and/or replaceable unit(s)).  Root cause analysis can only be determined after applying advanced diagnostic techniques and utilizing expertise to isolate the fault accurately.  This is where a robust systems diagnostics architecture and interrogative diagnostics capability come into play. Executive SummaryThe Diagnostics Development team from Lockheed Martin Mission Systems and Training - Owego has developed an Interrogative Diagnostics Solutions (IDS) that significantly reduces maintenance time, false removals and overall support costs.  IDS is the core of troubleshooting on US Navy MH60R/S helicopters and Tactical Wheeled Vehicles.  It has also been successfully demonstrated on the F-16 and the IDS technology has also been demonstrated on the F-22.  It is used for diagnosis, equipment monitoring and as a maintenance command-center console.The IDS provides real-time diagnostic evaluations by processing system and subsystem diagnostic data in a defined sequence that provides effective detection and isolation of faults using applied algorithms.  In addition, the IDS utilizes fault logs to analyze faults recorded during operational use.  This allows detection and isolation of faults that cannot be duplicated by maintenance.  Immediately upon diagnosing to the root cause of failure, the IDS communicates to the Interactive Electronic Technical Manual (IETM) and is presented with the applicable remove and replace, or repair procedure(s).  Upon corrective action, IDS is used to validate the repair and verify the operational integrity of the system.Interrogative DiagnosticsIDS removes on-board diagnostics to a portable laptop solution.  This allows the diagnostic capabilities to be updated to support system availability requirements without affecting operational software.  The IDS may be interfaced with existing IETM, Electronic TOs, PDF files, or other technical data through a portable device to provide automated access to graphics, intelligent schematics and procedures to support the maintenance action.ConclusionIDS is operational now; helps solve Time-To-Repair and False Failure challenges experienced across airborne and ground platforms.                                                            Copyright © 2016 Lockheed Martin Corporation


